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ABSTRACT

Quantitativeanalyses of large data sets make use of both linguistic and
sociological categories in sociolinguistic studies. While the linguistic categories are generally well-defined and there are sufficient tokens for further
definition based on mathematical manipulation, the social characteristics
such as socioeconomic class or ethnicity are neither. The familiarproblem
of grouping speakers by such sociological characteristicsprior to quantitative analysis is addressedand an alternativesolution - principalcomponents analysis - is suggested. Principalcomponentsanalysis is used here as
a heuristicfor groupingspeakerssolely on the basis of linguistic behaviour;
the groups thus defined can then be described according to sociological
characteristics.In addition, by naming the principalcomponents, the major
linguistic and social dimensions of the variation in the data can be identified. Principal components analysis was applied to vowel variation data
collected as part of a sociolinguistic survey of English in Sydney, New
South Wales, Australia. (Sociolinguistics, variation studies, quantitative
methodsin linguistics, dialectology, AustralianEnglish, role of migrantsin
language change)
In The social stratification of English in New YorkCity, Labov contrastedtwo
approachesto the study of social variationin language (i966:209-I
I). The first
approach, which we will call social grouping, assigns speakers to analytically
defined social groups accordingto demographicor sociological criteriaand uses
group membership(or any of its defining criteria) as an explanatoryvariable in
the statistical analysis of linguistic behaviour; for example, by first averaging
values of linguistic variablesacross the speakersin each group and then comparing averages across groups. In the second approach,which we will call linguistic
grouping, the overall distributionof the linguistic variables is first determined
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andthenthe speakersexhibitingeachpatternof linguisticbehaviourareidentiThetermssocialandlinguisticgroupingdo
fiedas to theirsocialcharacteristics.
in one approachandlinpredominate
not meanthatsociologicalconsiderations
guisticconcernsin the other,butonly referto the temporalorderin whichthey
enterinto the statisticalanalysis.
will convergeto essenThereis everyreasonto believethatbothapproaches
tiallythe sameaccountof the variationgivenan adequatesocialdescriptionand
an adequatelinguisticdescription.Nevertheless,althoughhe does not reject
eitherapproachand in fact uses bothapproachesin the New YorkCity study,
socialgroupingto linguistic
Labovdoes presentsome argumentsfor preferring
grouping,andit is this approachthathas becomemorewidespreadin sociolinguistic studies.
In thispaperwe wouldlike to reassesstheseanalyticaloptions,to investigate
of thesecondapproach,andto illustratelinguisticgroupsomeof theadvantages
ing by usingdatatakenfroma surveyof vowel variationin Sydney.Wherethe
of thepossibleexplanasocialgroupingapproach,withits a prioriidentification
mostcompatiblewithmultipleregressionor
toryvariables,is methodologically
analysisof variancetypesof statisticalanalysis(as in "variablerule"methods),
thelinguisticgroupingapproach,basedin thefirstinstanceonlyon a comparison
of linguisticbehaviour,is betteradaptedto methodsforthe statisticalanalysisof
pairwisesimilaritiesand differencesamongindividuals,namelythose drawn
fromclassificationtheoryandclusteranalysis.In this paperwe makeuse of a
basicmethodof this type, principalcomponentsanalysis.Principalcomponents
of the linguisticvariablesandidentifies
analysisnot only gives the distribution
speakersassociatedwith thatdistribution,but also handlesa largenumberof
variablesmore naturallyand easily thanthe regressionsused by quantitative
sociolinguists.Since this analyticaltechniquemaybe new to linguists,a fairly
detailedthoughnontechnicaldescriptionwill be given.

SOCIAL

GROUPING

We beginby reviewingsomeof the advantagesof socialgrouping.Labovsays
andmorecloselytiedto thegenesisof
thisapproach"seemsmorefundamental
linguistic differentiation" (I966:2i0).

Few would dispute that linguistic varia-

and generally
tion is but a partof broaderprocessesof social differentiation
divisionsratherthancausingthem.Thusregresreflectssocialanddemographic
variablesbeingsocialonesandthedependent
sionmodels,withthe independent
variableslinguistic,seem eminentlynatural.Labovalso pointsout that this
would"avoidanyerrorwhichwouldarisefromassumingthata group
approach
unitof socialbehavior"(I966:21 I).
of peoplewho speakalikeis a fundamental
Finally,theactualmethodologyassociatedwithsocialgrouping,groupaverages
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in the first instance, refinedto regressionor correlationin more detailedanalysis,
is straightforwardand relatively easy to carry out and to interpret.
The advantages are not universally pertinent, however. Were social and linguistic categories always well-defined in advance of the analysis, were there
enough individuals and not too much interactionamong the social categories,
and were the type of mathematical form of the relationships (e.g., linear or
logistic linear)of the connection between social and linguistic variablesknown in
advance, then the regressionapproachbased on social groupingwould indeed be
the only logical choice. The first two conditionstend to breakdown all too often,
as we will discuss in the ensuing sections. And based on presentknowledge, the
thirdcondition cannot really be satisfied either.
The best articulatedmodel for the genesis of social conditioning in linguistic
variationhas been worked out over the years by Labov in New York City and
Philadelphia. The key role here is played by the adolescent peer group as the
social locus of dialect differentiation. It is at this age and in this social context
that the subtle sociolinguistic patteming is developed. (See, for instance, Labov's discussions of differences between native and nonnative New Yorkers
11966:174-78].)
Unfortunately,aside from the ethnolinguistictour de force representedby the
Harlem study carried out by Labov's own team, little quantitativeempirical
characterizationof the role of the adolescent peer group is available (see Cheshire 1982; Poplack 1979). And though regression is a useful tool in detecting and
measuringthe linguistic correlates of sociodemographic factors, it does not at
this time representa formal mathematicalmodel of sociolinguistic differentiation. (Indeed, it is far more adequate as a model of grammaticalcontextual
conditioning of linguistic variables than it is of social conditioning.)

LINGUISTIC

GROUPING

The priority of the linguistic grid
In analyzing quantitativesociolinguistic data, an importantgoal, and one difficult to achieve, is the elaborationof the most meaningfuland revealing linguistic
categories possible for the classification of the data tokens. Linguists' understandablepreoccupationwith this goal means that the linguistic categories are
generally established prior to final statistical analysis. Of course, there is often
feedbackamong preliminarystatisticalassessments of the data, the actualcoding
of a numberof data tokens, and the choice of relevantlinguistic distinctionsto be
used in the final analysis. The conceptual ordering of linguistic categorization
before statistical analysis, however, in no way implies that all results of strictly
linguistic interest must be discovered or predeterminedbefore the statistical
analysis. On the contrary,strongquantitativeco-occurrencerelationshipsamong
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cross-cuttinglinguistic categories, the degree or lack of conditioningof one form
or structureby another, and the hierarchicalorder of members of a paradigm
accordingto the strengthof their interactionswith the linguistic context, are all
types of "purely linguistic" facts which are revealed only through statistical
analysis. The point is simply that some sufficiently fine analyticalgrid, based on
phonological or syntactic concepts that are theoreticallywell-defined, is usually
a prerequisiteto numerical manipulation.
Problems with extralinguisticcategories
The extralinguistic categories most frequently used by linguists are socioeconomic class, age, gender, education, and race or ethnicity. Earlywork by Labov
(I966, I969), Cedergren(1973), and by many others since has clearly demonstratedthe insights into language change processes to be obtained in trying to
correlate a variety of speaker characteristicswith the frequency of usage of
linguistic variants. Some recourse to these sociological or demographiccategories is obviously necessary from the outset in order to ensure that a sample of
speakersis chosen which taps the whole rangeof possible variationin the speech
community or subgroup under study. In contrast to the linguistic categories,
however, there is less certaintyaboutthe types of sociological categoriesthat are
pertinentin classifying speakers' linguistic behaviourand concern aboutwhether
or not the sociological categories are well-defined. In addition, there is also the
possibility that there will be no sociological studies available for the speech
communityto be studied, as was the case when the surveyof Sydney was started.
We have only to do a cursoryexaminationof socioeconomic class to know that
often the sociological categories as well as linguists' use of such categories are
open to question. The concept of socioeconomic class or status is certainly
debated within sociology, political economy, and related disciplines. Although
much use has been made of stratificationalor pluralistsociological methods in
assigning speakersto "classes" or to positions on a socioeconomic scale according to some combination of status, income, occupation, and education, these
may be only indirectly relevant to a speaker's position with respect to the relations of production,which Marxists, at least, would claim to be more fundamental determinantsof attitudeand behaviour- if one less readily operationalized.
Moreover, sociological scales and indices can only be applied in a ratherarbitraryway to large segments of the population. Women, for instance, present a
difficult problem. Generally, they are assigned the class of their husbands, but
sometimes their class is determinedby their own occupations. Childrenat some
indeterninatepoint are no longer assigned to theirparents'socioeconomic class.
Assigning class to upwardlyor downwardlymobile speakerswho have, in effect,
changedtheirclass positions is yet anotherproblem. Anotheris the nontransferability of "objectivized" scales and categoriesamong differentsocial formations.
Not only do class-language relationships differ among the large urban areas
studied to date in England, the United States, and Quebec, but these studies are
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now being reproducedin ruralcommunities and in preindustrializedand industrializingcountries, where the relationsof productionare quite different, at least
on the local level, and so may be their sociolinguistic reflections. It was for such
reasons that efforts were made to adapt Bourdieuand Boltanski's (1975) notion
of the linguistic marketplace(Sankoff & Laberge 1978), but even this does not
guaranteethat speakers who are grouped together will exhibit similar linguistic
behaviournor, as sociolinguistic researchhas made increasinglyclear, will any
method based on purely extralinguistic criteria ratherthan performanceitself.
These problems exist not only with socioeconomic groupings but also with
groupings based on education, ethnicity, or even demographicfactors such as
age, gender, and geographicallocation. The years of schooling a speakerhas had
may have different significance for his or her linguistic behaviourdepending on
whetherthe schooling took place in the inner city or in suburbia(in the United
States), in State, Catholic, or privateschools (in Australia),and pre- or post-I960
(in Quebec - see Kemp 1981). In migrantsituations,ethnicity may continueto be
pertinentto speech patternsfor a numberof generations(Labov 1966; Laferriere
1979) or may become irrelevantwith the first generationof native-bornspeakers
(Labov 1972:28I). Where speaker's sex or age are factors, these may interact
strongly with each other or with other factors in their effects on linguistic
performance.Establishingdistinctions among age groups can become a problem
when speakersare grouped into categories such as "children," "adolescents,"
"young adults," and so forth. These are quite likely to be culturally/historically
specific categories, not universal, ahistoric ones.
There are basically two types of problem in all of this. One has to do with the
very different nature of extralinguistic factors when compared with linguistic
factors. It is generally less clear at the outset of an analysis which extralinguistic
factors may be pertinent in differentiatingamong patternsof linguistic performance than is the case for intralinguisticfactors. There is generally no natural
and easily identifiable set of discrete distinctions or levels within an extralinguistic factor as there is for phonological or syntactic factors. There are not
enough speakers sampled (a few dozen or a hundred) to allow a systematic
process of feedback between statistical analysis and sociological categorization,
in comparison with the hundredsof thousands of linguistic contexts generally
availablefor statisticalcomparison. Finally, where intralinguisticfactors characteristically show little statistical interaction in their effects on linguistic behaviour, extralinguistic factors often exhibit a great deal, and while it may be
detected and measured, small sample size precludes its sociological interpretation in any conclusive way. All this means that the choice and definition of a set
of socioeconomic and demographicfactors and distinctions involves a considerable degree of arbitrariness,which might obscure the real basis of linguistic
differentiationwithin the speech community, and which, because of small speaker sample size, may not be easily traced or remedied in the course of statistical
processing.
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The second type of problem stems from the inherentlyless detenninistic type
of conditioning or predictability imposed by extralinguistic factors. It is not
uncommon for one linguistic element to categorically require or categorically
precludethe presenceof another;it is rarethat a sociological subcategory,within
a speech community, will be categorically associated with the presence or absence of a linguistic entity.' Furthermore,whereas for any linguistic context, if
enough data are collected (from a single speaker), the results will eventuallyfall
in line, quantitativelyspeaking, with the patternof relatedcontexts. No amount
of extralinguistic conditioning can completely determine the behaviour of a
speaker in comparison with the rest of the community. There are always a
considerable degree of individual variation and usually a number of speakers
whose behaviourdiverges completely from what their extralinguisticparameters
would predict. These facts result from the common practiceof groupingspeakers
accordingto extralinguisticcriteriaand aggregatingdata within each group for
purposesof statisticalanalysis (social grouping). Since the speech of individuals
evinces many discrete and categoricalpatterns,which reflect the basic structures
of their individualgrammars,and since differentspeakerswithin the same community may differ in the details of these patterns, inappropriateaggregationof
tokens from speakersaccording to their sociodemographiccharacteristicsmight
involve the grouping of data generatedby qualitativelydistinct grammars.The
statistical analysis would then result in a blurring of the discrete differences
among a numberof individual systems, producingan overall "average" grammar representativeof no one speakerand devoid of any of the strong co-occurrence restrictionsproperto their individual competences.
Avoid data aggregation
When Labov chose to aggregate individuals' linguistic behaviour, his purpose
was, as he said, to avoid errorsthat might arise from the assumptionthat people
who spoke alike were a fundamentalunit of social behaviour. In the discussion
thus far we have triedto detail some of the difficulties associatedwith identifying
that fundamentalunit of social behavior. We would like to consider now analytical techniques which do not, at least initially, require aggregating individual
data but which first rely on individual data to group people whose linguistic
behaviour is similar.
Thoughin recentyears both types of problemjust discussed in connectionwith
extralinguisticfactors have been shown empirically to be more potential than
real, there has been a widespreadtendency to carryout as much of the statistical
analysis of sociolinguistic data as possible without aggregatingthe tokens from
individual speakers. The "sociological" part of the analysis becomes a second
step, after the linguistic details have been worked out.
For example, in the multiple regression analysis of linguistic variationdata,
tokens of each variantof a variable are initially classified accordingto features
presentin the phonological, syntactic, and/or lexical context. The datafromeach
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speakermaythenbe analyzedseparatelyto estimatetheeffectof eachfeaturein
favoringone or the other variant(e.g., Guy I980). Alternatively,underthe
assumptionthatspeakerssharethe same linguisticconstraints(featureeffects)
butdifferby theirdegreeof overallpreferencefor one variantoveranother,the
datafromall speakersmaybe usedtogetherin the featureeffectestimation,with
the additionof one extraparameterper speakerto representtheir individual
overallpreferences(e.g., Sankoff& ThibaultI977; Kemp1979; Laberge1980).
Inbothcases, thesociologicalcomponentof speakercomparisonis carriedout
usingthe previouslycalculatedlinguisticconstraints,by comparingspeakerparameterswith sociologicalmeasureseitherinformallyor througha secondregressionanalysis(e.g., Sankoff& Labov 1979: Fig. 2). Thoughit is thus
postponedto a secondstep, recourseis still madeto predefinedcategoriesfor
groupingspeakers.
betweenanentirelyseparatesetof feature
Stillanotherapproach,intermediate
effects per individualspeakerand only one distinctparameterper individual
speaker,allows for the existenceof only a limitednumberof distinctsets of
featureeffectswithinthecommunity,withoutspecifyinga prioriwhichspeakers
sharea similarpattern(Rousseau& Sankoff1978). In this approach,the statistical analysisitself produceswell-definedgroupingsof speakersaccordingto
choiceof variants.
similarityin theircontext-determined
Thisideaof usingindividual'sdatato grouppeoplewhoselinguisticbehaviour
is similar,andonly afterthesegroupsareconstitutedto determinewhetherthey
in common,is also a moticonsistof individualswithany socialcharacteristics
vationfor usingprincipalcomponentsanalysison linguisticvariationdata(e.g.,
Poplack1979: Ch. 6).
PRINCIPAL

COMPONENTS

ANALYSIS

analytictechniquethatcan
Principalcomponentsanalysisis a computer-assisted
be usedto addresstheproblemsassociatedwithlinguisticgroupingversussocial
largedata
grouping.It is a tool widelyusedin the socialsciencesfor structuring
setsintointerpretable
patternsandis availablein all themajorstatisticspackages
(e.g., the StatisticalPackagefor the Social Sciences [SPSS]). Whenused in
linguisticstudies,only individuallinguisticdata are used as input. It is very
difficultto explainhowprincipalcomponentsanalysisworkswithoutresortingto
a technicaldescriptionthatwouldbe inappropriate
suchdehere;furthermore,
scriptionsarereadilyavailable(e.g., Taylor1977). Ourapproachwill be firstof
all to give a shortconceptualdescriptionandthento demonstrate
the use of the
techniquein an analysisof the sociolinguisticvariationof five vowelvariablesin
SydneyEnglish.
Principalcomponentsanalysisis the simplestof the datareductionmethods
scaling,andanalysisof corre(someothersarefactoranalysis,multidimensional
in a multivarispondences)whichenablesus to visualizethe majorrelationships
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ate data set. It is normally used when the data set consists of ten or more
variablesand can be used with more than ioo variables. To begin to conceive of
what principalcomponentsanalysis does, we will startwith the familiarnotionof
a scattergram.This is usually two dimensional, the two axes often being, in
sociolinguistics, social class and an index for some linguistic feature. Each
speakeris assigned a point on the scattergram,whose coordinatesare determined
by his/her values on the two axes. Patternsoften emerge which can be described
and interpretedin terms of some hypothesis about the relationship between
language and social structure.
At this point we should ask why any two axes are chosen for such scattergrams
in the first place. The analyst may have graphedout a whole range of different
variablesand rejectedmany for which no interpretablepatternsemerged, but it is
more likely that the theory within which the linguist is workingsuggests the axes
that would be most likely to reveal importantpatterns.However, one cannot be
sure that anotherpair of axes would not have proved more insightful.
Principalcomponentsanalysis is a techniquewhich allows one to arriveat the
most meaningfulaxes in a mathematicallywell-defined sense. It will determine
not just two but a number of axes and also arrangethese axes in a hierarchy
which indicates which ones are of most importancein explaining the patterns.
The determinationof the axes is a purely mathematicalone, based on the correlations among the linguistic variables only. The success of such an approachto
data descriptionlies in the analyst's being able to name the axes, once they have
been found by the mathematicalprocedure.In other words, the same theorythat
"suggested" the axes to use in the scattergramexample is employed in interpreting the axes arrivedat mathematically.What the principalcomponentsprogram
does is to systematically determine all the relevant axes and point out the axes
which are most importantin accounting for the variance in the data set. Since
these axes are all arrivedat using only linguistic data, it will allow us to examine
the question whether people who speak alike have any social characteristicsin
common ratherthan making the assumptionthat because they have some social
characteristicsin common, such as social class, gender, or ethnicity, they speak
alike.
The precise way the technique does this is too complex to go into here.
Briefly, it analyzes the multidimensionalspace whose coordinate axes are the
variablesof the study (a twenty-dimensionalspace in the presentcase). For the
same space, any numberof sets of twenty axes may be defined. The program
finds one such set which has several importantproperties. The axis which is
called the first principalcomponent is the line throughthe space which comes as
close to all the data points as possible, thus it accounts for the largestproportion
possible of the variance in the data. The second principalcomponentis that line
throughthe space perpendicularto the first, accountingfor the largestamountof
the remaining variance, and so on. Each variable is given a loading on each
principalcomponent; one principal component can be plotted against another,
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revealingthe relationshipamong the variables. In addition, each speakeris given
a componentscore on each of the principalcomponentsand then two-dimensional graphs can be plotted. Such a process leads to the identification of the linguistic groups we are after. In the case to be described here, four principal
components were identified, yielding six graphs. The procedure followed for
interpretingthe graphswas first to outline clusters of speakers(linguistic groups)
and then to examine the original data and describe both the linguistic behaviour
and social characteristicsof the speakersin the linguistic groups in orderto name
the four principal components.
We will leave furtherexplanationof the techniqueto the demonstrationof how
it is used.
THE SYDNEY

STUDY

We applied principal components analysis to data taken from a sociolinguistic
survey of English conducted in Sydney, Australia(Horvath I985). The collection and analysis of the data were accomplished in a manner that has become
quite standard in such surveys, following closely the work of Labov, Shuy,
Wolfram, and Fasold. Before the second world war, Sydney was a fairly homogeneous society of Anglo-Celtic origins, in which most people spoke English as
a native language. Since the war, however, there has been migrationfrom many
partsof the world with the earliest and now largest groups coming from Greece
and Italy. One could characterizethe migrant population linguistically as follows: bilingual adults approximatelyforty to fifty years of age who probably
learnedEnglish aroundage twenty; a proportionof their children who are teenagers and who also may be bilingual but who probablylearnedEnglish at a very
early age, either from siblings or perhapsupon entering school.
The importanceof ethnicityas a social correlateof linguisticdifferentiationand
changewas firstbroughtto our attentionby Labov in his New YorkCity study. He
notes: "Since the relations of Jews, Italians and Irish (and now Negroes and
PuertoRicans)have formedone of the principalthemesof social dynamicsin New
York City, we can believe that such linguistic correlatescan lead to generalized
changes in the speech of the city as a whole" (Labov 1966:392).
Including ethnic diversity as part of a sociolinguistic sample of a speech
community, however, is not without its problems, especially when the ethnic
diversity is of such recent origin, as it is in Sydney. Previous studies of Australian English have eliminated speakers from migrant communities from the
sample, not only prejudgingthe relationshipof these people to the rest of the
speech communitybut also being unable to assess their role in linguistic change.
If ethnic adultsare to be included, there is likely to be a wide rangeof abilities in
English that will be netted in: Some speakers may have quite heavy accents,
while those who arrivedas children or who were perhapsborn in Australiamay
have no accent at all. The decision was made in the Sydney study to cast a wide
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net and then to devise a way of defining a speech community which would be
able to indicate the relationshipof the membersof the ethnic groups, especially
the adults, to that community.
The sample included 117 speakersfrom Anglo-Celtic and Italianbackground;
other social characteristicsrepresentedwere socioeconomic class, gender, and
two age groups - teenagers and adults. Although there was some guidance in
assigning socioeconomic class from Congalton's (1969) scale for Australia,the
scale itself was certainlyinadequatein its categorizationof occupationsto handle
the diversity in the sample. In general, class was determinedas follows: The
division between upper and lower working class reflected that between skilled
and unskilled labor. The middle class included professional occupations and
managers.These categories, of course, were used for samplingand interpretation
only, not for statistical analysis.
Several phonological variables were studied, but only four vowel variables
(iy, ey, ow, ay) were included in the principalcomponents analysis to be described here. Previous studies of AustralianEnglish (Mitchell 1946; Mitchell &
Delbridge i965; Bernard1970) had identified variationin vowel articulationto
be of major importancein structuringlinguistic differences among Australian
English speakers, althoughMitchell and Delbridge found no social correlatesof
this linguistic variation. In addition, these earlier studies claim that particular
phonetic variantsof the vowels are systematically related to one another;these
have been traditionallycalled Broad, General, and Cultivatedvarieties of Australian English. We have expanded this inventory to include a fourth phonetic
category requiredto describe the data adequately;as a consequencewe will refer
now to Cultivated, General, Broad I, and Broad Il. The phonetic values of these
labels are given in Table I. Whereasit is typical in AustralianEnglish studies for
the speakers to be judged as Cultivated, General, or Broad, in this study each
vowel was judged separately. Twenty instances of each vowel for each individual were coded into these categories.
The inclusion of speakers who learned English as young adults presents a
problemfor coding the vowel data. We are interestedin the effects of the large
influx of migrantsinto the Sydney speech communityon AustralianEnglish and
if we exclude these people, we may miss just those speakerswho could provide
the most insight into how a migrantcommunitycan affect the linguistic patterns
of their new speech community. However, we are not interestedin describing
interlanguagevarieties of English in this study. Hence, there is a fifth category,
essentially unanalyzed, for variantsof each of the vowels which might be described as accented English. In other words, they are variants of the vowels
likely to be affected by interferencefrom the first language and unlikely to have
any effect on the development of Australian English. We have labelled this
category Accented.
The input to the principalcomponents analysis consisted of, for each speaker,
the number of occurrences of each variant of the four vowels. Four principal
188
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Cultivated

1. Phonetic variants of the vowel variables
General

Broad I

Broad 11

(ey) [cil

fall
[Al]

1la ]
[AwI]

la 1]

(oW) [A'w]

[a^wl

[awl

[a'w]

(ay) [ai]

[a>i]

[n<i

[1DI

(iY)

lli3

Note: Except for those variantslabelled Broad II, the phonetic descriptionsare based on Mitchell &
Delbridge (1965) and Bernard(1970).

components were identified and speakers' component scores were plotted on a
series of graphs. In what follows, the groupings will first be outlined, the linguistic behaviourof the speakersin those groups will be discussed, and the social
characteristicsassociated with those groups will be identified. Since the graphs
generally show the speakersto be arrayedalong a continuum,the initial identification of the linguistic group will have to be somewhat arbitrary,as it must
always be no matterwhat approachis taken. How useful the divisions are can be
determined later when we look at the linguistic and social features associated
with the groups outlined. For our purposesa group will be defined as a cluster of
points (individual speakers).
In the first graph, Figure i, where the first component is plotted on the
horizontaland the second on the vertical, two clusters emerge, a crescent-shaped
one and a moon-shapedone. The shapes themselves are unimportant;labels are
used only as a matterof convenience. It is clear (and not unexpected since we
know our sampling procedurehas netted in some speakers who are not native
speakers) that there are some individuals whose linguistic behaviour sets them
apartfrom the rest. This graph leads us to expect to find at least two varieties of
Sydney English which are fairly distinct. On the other hand, the two clusters may
each have subgroupsthatcould be identified, but if they do, we would expect the
subvarietiesto be much more closely related - differences of degree ratherthan
kind.
A plot of the second and thirdcomponents (Figure 2) spreadsout the speakers
in the crescent shape more and allows us to identify three subgroups.2 These
subgroups form more of a continuum, as one might expect to find within a
speech community, indicating the likelihood of more overlap in the linguistic
behaviourof the speakers. Only reference to the original data can show that for
sure, however. Seven speakers are outside the crescent space.
Figure 3 is a graph with the first component on the horizontal and the third
component on the vertical. Since the first component separatedthe two quite
different speech groups, we will again concentrateon only the crescent-shaped
group. A division into upperand lower clusters is indicatedby heavy lines and a
possible subdivision of the upper cluster is shown by the dotted line. Whether
this latter division reveals any interestingpatternswill be seen later.
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FIGURE I:

The Sydney speech community.

In Figure 4 the first component is again plotted horizontally but this time
against the fourth component. This component appears to separate the moon
shape into two clusters, one fairly tight cluster and the other ratherscattered.
Given the graphs associated with these four principalcomponents, we have
identified several possible linguistic groupings:
i. a division of the speakers into two major groups with one, the crescent
shape, having far more speakers than the moon-shapedcluster;
2. a division of the crescent shape into at least three subgroups;
3. another division of the crescent shape into at least three subgroups;and
4. a division of the moon shape into two groups.
A total of at least five and possibly as many as eleven distinct speech patterns
have been identified, depending on the amountof cross-cuttingof the divisions
in Figures 2 and 3.
Table 2 contains the loadings of each of the twenty variables on the four
principal components. This will be of help in interpretingFigures 1-4. Concentratingfirst of all on the moon-shapedgroup identifiedin Figures 1 and4, we
find that all of the twenty-four speakers in the cluster are Italian adults. This is
substantiatedin Table 2, where we see that all the accented variantsare highly
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associated with the first principle component, and to a lesser extent so are the
Broad 11variants. The variantswhich contrast most strongly with these are the
General variants, the dominant form among the Anglo speakers.
The distribution of the vowel variants among the two Italian subgroups is
given in Figure 5. We can now see that the two groups are primarilydifferentiated on the basis of the use of Broad II variants and in the use of Accented
variantsin all but (iy), where the groups are undifferentiated.This is confirmed
in Table 2, where the Broad 11forms are uniformly strongly associated with the
fourthprincipalcomponent, while the accented forms, except for the case of (iy),
are stronglybut negatively associated with it. Note that there is little relationship
between most of the other forms with this component, and no systematic relationship contrastingCultivated, General, and Broad I forms with respect to this
component. We may then name the two subgroupsof the moon shape the Broad
Il and Accented Varieties, bearing in mind that these names do not precludethe
presence of large numbersof other variantsof the vowels.
There appearsto be no differentialassociation between membershipin one of
these groups and either socioeconomic class or sex. Clearly, what is interesting
about this group is the lack of internalpatterningsocially. There is, however, a
dramaticage effect: All of the members of these groups are adults.
Turningto the crescent-shapedgroup, which we now know consists of all the
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Anglo adults, three of the Italian adults, and all of the teenagers, we will try to
describe the linguistic features associated with the three subgroups. One possibility is, of course, that these will simply reflect the tripartitedivision that was
coded in the data:Cultivated,General, and BroadI. As Figure 6 shows, howev192
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er, speakers in all three groups use all variants of the vowels; they are only
differentiatedby the relative proportionsof Broad I, General, and Cultivated
variantsof the vowels in their speech. In Group I, fewer thanhalf (43. 1 %) of the
vowels were classed as Broad I; for Group2, 63.4 percentwere General;and for
Group3, 50 percentof the vowels were classed as Cultivated.The three groups,
then, can be labelled Broad I (Group i), General (Group 2), and Cultivated
(Group 3) but only on the understandingthat these labels merely differentiate
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2. Loadings of twenty vowel variants on the first four principal
components

Vowel

Variant

Firs(
component

Second
component

(iy)

Accented
Cultivated
General
Broad I
Broad 11
Accented
Cultivated
General
Broad I
Broad I1
Accented
Cultivated
General
Broad
Broad II
Accented
Cultivated
General
Broad I
Broad II

.35
.09
-.30
-.16
.08
.29
.09
-.33
.00
.l5
.33
- .06
-.31
-. 17
.13
.30
.16
-.29
-.16
.18

-.16
.37
.01
-.30
.00
- .09
.40
-.01
-.32
-.12
-.
.33
.07
-.20
-.07
-.14
.38
.08
-.33
-.09

(ey)

(ow)

(ay)

SANKOFF

I

Third
component
.14
- .35
.28
-.13
.04
.27
-. 18
.21
-.31
-.01
.21
I
.07
.14
-.38
-.24
.20
-.21
.26
-.29
.01

Fourth
component
.06
-.10
.09
-.09
.24
- .26
.04
-.02
-.07
.53
-.15
.02
.02
-.20
.48
- .23
-.12
.19
-.04
.39

speakers quantitatively, not qualitatively. That is to say, speakers in the Cultivated group use more Cultivated variants of the vowels than speakers from the
other two groups, General speakers use more General variants, and so on.
Figures 7a-h depict the distribution of the speakers in the crescent shape
(along with seven marginal speakers who were not clustered, but who were
closer to the crescent shape than to the moon shape) according to various social
characteristics. The overall pattern indicates that over half of all speakers in the
crescent shape are classed as General and the rest are distributed evenly between
Broad I and Cultivated. Figure 7a identifies all the speakers by ethnicity; the
most interesting difference between the Anglos and the Italians is the fact that
few of the Italians are found in the Broad I group.
In Figure 7b the Anglo adults and Anglo teenagers are identified. Age appears
to play some role in the distribution: Adults outnumber teenagers in the Broad I
end of the crescent shape and at the most Cultivated end, whereas teenagers
predominate in the General area. Notice in this figure, where only the Anglos are
displayed, that the decision made earlier to divide the second from the third
group is given some further justification. The space here is quite apparent,
whereas when the Italian teenagers are included this is less evident.
By examining the adults and teenagers separately, we can get a better sense of
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the relationshipof age, ethnicity, sex, and socioeconomic class to the linguistic
groups. Figures 7c and 7d show the distributionof Anglo adults according to
socioeconomic class and sex. Notice once again that the three-way division of
the crescent shape is supported. There is a strong association between lower
working class and Broad 1 (70%), upper working class and General (60%), and
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middle class and Cultivated (55%). The distributionof the speakers by sex is
more striking;over half of the Anglo women adults are grouped as Cultivated,
whereas only one male speaker falls within that group.
Anglo teenagers, displayed in Figures 7e and 7f, do not reproducethe adult
patterns. Over half (62%) of all the Anglo teenage speakers from all three
socioeconomic classes are classified as General, compared with just 38 percent
of the Anglo adults, who were classed as General. If we look at the middle class
teenagers, 8o percentof them fall in the Generalcategory. Sex also reveals some
quite striking patterns:All but two males (85.7%) fall within the General and
there are no male teenagers identified as Cultivated. Although the female teenagers are more evenly distributedacross the groups, they also do not reproduce
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the adultfemale patternexcept for the relatively low numberin the Broad1. They
do parallel the boys in that there is an increase in the number of speakers
classified as General among the teenagers. For the males, there is a decrease in
the numberof Broad I speakers.
Figures 7g and 7h show how the Italian teenagers are distributedwithin the
crescent shape. The most noticeable featureof this distributionis the fact thatthe
speakers are even more highly concentratedtoward the center, that is, they do
not range along the whole continuum. In fact, looking first at the socioeconomic
class distribution, we see that of the twenty-five speakers, only one (4%) is
classed as BroadI and five (or only 20%) are classed as Cultivated. A total of 76
percent of the speakers are classed as General. The distributionby socioeconomic class is interestingbecause it does not follow the Anglo pattern,that is to
say, the number of lower working class teenagers who speak the Cultivated
varietyequals thatof the middle class speakersand the one speakerof BroadI is
from the middle class. If we look at the Italian teenagers distributedby sex, we
see that the one Broad I speaker is male and that the Italian males, unlike their
Anglo peers, are representedin the Cultivated group.
The only patternthat has yet to be described is the one revealed in Figure 3,
where the third component is plotted against the first. It is this thirdcomponent
that seems to divide the speech community into two or possibly three groups. In
Figure 8 the age distributionhas been indicated, revealing that the thirdcomponent divides the upper group into generationalvarieties. If we divide this group
in two at the dotted line, we find that the age distributionshows that the majority
of the teenagers (66.7%) cluster above the dotted line and the adults are less
clustered but the majorityfall below the dotted line (72.4%). In examining the
loadings on Table 2, we see that the third component strongly distinguishes the
General from both the Broad and Cultivated forms. We have already seen the
concentrationof teenage Anglos and teenage Italiansin the middle group of the
crescent shape in Figures 7e-h, a group which has on the average higher scores
on the third component than the other two groups in the crescent shape and,
therefore, the contrastbetween the General variantsand the Broad I and Cultivated variantson the third principal component is to be expected.
Thus we have used the principal components analysis to initially identify
groupsof speakerswho behave linguistically alike, and we have then interpreted
the clusters both linguistically and socially. We can now name the four principal
components in linguistic and social terms as well as indicate the amount of
variance accounted for by each of the components.
PRINCIPALCOMPONENT i (accounts for 3I.9% of the variance)
LinguisticInterpretation:Australian English vs. Migrant AustralianEnglish.
The Sydney speech community is like that described for most urban communities; its speakers can be arrangedalong a continuum. However, this speech
communityhas a satellite speech community which, while sharingsome charac197
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teristics of the main speech community, lacks the patterning,both linguistic and
social, of the main speech community as well as having features in their speech
which the main speech community does not have. This may well be a typical
patternfor cities with large migrant populations.
Social Interpretation:Ethnicity. Although it is obvious that ethnicity is the
most importantfactor in separatingthe main speech community and the satellite,
ethnicity must be seen as a quite complex category. For instance, only bilingual
adults who arrived in Sydney at approximately twenty years of age, not the
second generation, are found in the satellite community. We might want to
characterizethese speakers as having a higher degree of ethnicity.
PRINCIPALCOMPONENT 2 (15.0% of the variance)
Linguistic Interpretation: Three Varieties of Australian English: Broad I,
General, Cultivated. Although this component allows us to separatethe speakers
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into three groups, it is most importantto recognize the high proportionof General vowel variantsused by all three groups.
Social Interpretation:Sex and Socioeconomic Class. When viewed as the
whole speech continuum, male/female differences by and large account for the
range of the continuum; however, socioeconomic class also varies along this
component.
PRINCIPALCOMPONENT3 (8.6% of the variance)
Linguistic Interpretation:Generational Varieties. There are some important
differences in the speech community when the time dimension is considered.
This may represent a maturationsequence, in which teenagers have not yet
adopted the socially distinctive traits of their elders. However, it may well be
evidence of language change in progress, indicatingthat the General variantsof
the vowels are coming to be even more dominantthanthey have been in the past.
Social Interpretation:Age and Ethnicity. Although age is the critical characteristic here, ethnicity cannot be ignored. The fact that the Italianteenagers use
more features of General than the Anglo teenagers, who in turn use more than
Anglo adults, may indicatethatthe Italiansare more advancedin the change than
the Anglos. This is a tentativeconclusion, however; more age groups need to be
added to the sample before anything definite can be said about change in
progress.
PRINCIPALCOMPONENT4 (8.1% of the variance)
Linguistic Interpretation:Presence or Absence of Broad Il Variants in the
Satellite Community.The satellite community itself exhibits differences in the
amountand type of AustralianEnglish featuresin their speech. The most striking
differencehas to do with the presenceor almost complete absence of the Broadll
variants. Those speakers without these vowel variants formed a much tighter
cluster than did speakers having these variantsin their speech.
Social Interpretation:Nature of Interactionwith the Core Speech Community.
Although this component is somewhat more difficult to identify, it is clear that
neither socioeconomic class nor sex has anything to do with the differences in
linguistic behaviour in the satellite community. Some other factors, perhaps
degree of interactionwith speakersin the core speech communityor with speakers of particularvarieties in the core speech community, are probably at work
here. However, no pertinentinformationwas collected in the interviews.
DISCUSSION

Although there are many furtherobservations that could be made about AustralianEnglish, let us returninsteadto the centralissue in this paper:the basis for
grouping speakers in sociolinguistic studies of language variation. In all of the
sociolinguistic surveys that have been done so far, the investigatorshave begun
by identifying a language and a geographicalregion (English in the Lower East
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Side of New York City, or Detroit, or Norwich; Frenchin Montreal;Spanish in
Panama)and then proceededto design a sample thatwould in one way or another
ensurethatall varietiesof the languagewould have a chance of being represented
in the analysis. In many instances, decisions are made to exclude some speakers
of the language, for example, in studies of Australian English, it has been
common practiceto exclude migrantsand often the childrenof migrantsfrom the
sample based on the belief that these speakersare not partof the speech community. Exclusions of this type can affect the adequacy of the descriptionsof the
speech community; importantvarieties may be left undescribed and possible
sources of language change in progress may go undetected.
Some critical delimitationof the community under study is usually necessary
for practicalreasons. However, whenever possible, it is importantto start with
the broadest possible definition of what constitutes membershipin the speech
community(i.e., a speaker speaks the language under investigationand lives in
the region of concern). The linguistic analysis should then indicate whetheror
not particularspeakers or particulargroups of speakers are core or peripheral
membersof the speech community. As our analysis of AustralianEnglish indicates, it is closer to the truthto say that some speakorsare more or less in or out
of the speech community. Even the adults, some of whom spoke a fairly heavily
accented variety of English, still shared features of AustralianEnglish. If, for
instance, one were to do an analysis of Australian,American, and British varieties of English, it would be safe to say thatthe Italianadultswould fall within or
be more closely associated with the Australianvarietiesthanto eitherthe American or British. If one of the characteristicsof a speech community is that
speakers share the same social evaluation of speech, then the Sydney survey
yielded some anecdotal evidence that the ltalian adults knew what "proper"
English (General-Cultivated)was and could be quite critical of "ocker" English
(Broad I). Many claimed to watch only the ABC (the noncommercialtelevision
channel) because they wanted to learn "proper" English.
If, however, such problematic speakers are included in sociolinguistic surveys, there must be some means of determiningwhether any given speaker is
central or peripheral to the main speech community. This is precisely what
principalcomponentsanalysis makes possible. Quite clearly, most but not all of
the Italian adults are peripheralto the Sydney speech community.
But the importanceof the principalcomponentstechniquelies primarilyin its
usefulness in the identificationof speakerswho do fall clearly within the speech
communityand for allowing groupsto be determinedon linguisticbehaviour,not
social characteristics.The question that is central to sociolinguistics is not what
kinds of social characteristicscombine to differentiate groups in society, but
what social characteristicsare linguistically relevant. In the beginning of this
paper, for instance, it was suggested that ethnicity might or might not be relevant; as it turns out, it is of utmost relevance in that it separatesalmost all the
Italian adults from the rest of the speech community. However, the Italian
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teenagers are clearly part of the core speech community. But closer inspection
reveals that they behave linguistically unlike Anglo teenagers, so ethnicity is still
relevant for this generation.
Although the main advantage of the principal components analysis is that
speakersare grouped according to linguistic criteria, a furtheradvantageis that
speakersare never "lost," since individualsare plotted on the graphicdisplays.
It allows us to examine more closely those individuals whose linguistic behaviouris deviant. In the Sydney study, for instance, there are cases of speakers
who fall outside of the speech community as a whole, as well as cases of
speakerswho are in the speech community but who are deviant with respect to
other members of their social group. With the social grouping approach, these
speakers are not so easily identified.
In summary,then, we have clearly distinguishedfive linguistic varieties, each
of which can be characterizedsocially as well: the BroadI varietyused mostly by
adult, lower working class Anglo males; the Cultivated variety used largely by
female Anglos of middle or upper working class; the General variety spoken by
upper working class Anglo adults, the large majority of Anglo teenagers, and
almost all the Italian teenagers; and two varieties used exclusively by Italian
adults, these varieties being distinguishedby whetheror not Broad I1 variantsof
the vowels are used.
NOTES
i.
Of course, geographicalboundariesand ethnic boundaries,such as black and white divisions in
many northerncities in the United States, can be associated with categorical differences among the
speakers. In this case, sociolinguists usually carry out separate statistical analyses in the different
subcommunities.Our discussion remains pertinentwithin each of the communities.
2.
More than three groups would be delineated - there are perhapsas many as five. Once again,
whether three or five is more useful can be determined by a closer look at the linguistic data
themselves as well as a look at the social characteristicsof the speakers.
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